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from: “There is Plenty of Room at the Top”, Leiserson et. al



We are on the spot
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That’s us!



My book for SW devs

RooflineHW-specific

Flamegraphs Compiler opt remarks

book.easyperf.net/perf_book
(PDF version available for free)

Part 1. Analysis Part 2. Tuning

PGO

Vectorization

Eliminate branch 
mispredictions

Optimize code 
layout

Function 
inlining

Optimize memory 
accesses

aka “beat the compiler”

https://book.easyperf.net/perf_book


How can we further improve the 
performance of the code that we 
generate?



Synthesizing Superoptimizers

Evaluate the cost in each point.

Correct programs

[1]: STOKE: https://arxiv.org/abs/1211.0557
[2]: Souper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.04422

https://arxiv.org/abs/1211.0557
https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.04422


Decoupling Transform Passes

a.ll b.ll Legality analysis

Cost model

Transformation

Separate the transformation 
from the rest of the pass.



Machine Learning models

a.ll b.ll Legality analysis

Cost model

Transformation

ML model

ML to steer the whole 
optimization process



Autotuning, PGO

machine code
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

HW telemetry data

Reoptimization

HW telemetry data 
gets more advanced

Potentially more 
passes could be 
guided by profiling 
data

[1]: H. Finkel, JITting in C++: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDagqR0jAvQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDagqR0jAvQ


Optimizing Libraries & Abstractions

std::vector<int> a;
for (int i = 0; i < 1000; i++)

a.push_back(x + i); Could have call 
a.reserve() ahead 
of time

“We end up optimizing C++ as if it was C (analyze pointer and calls).”



Helping Developers

Parsing

Featurization

0 1 0 0 1 0 …

Parsing

Featurization

1 0 0 1 1 0 …

Compare
similarity

Enables

Build a database of 
code written by 
performance ninjas

“Hey, we think you’re writing a 
matrix-multiply code. Dou you 
want to reuse the code written 
by experts? Here is the diff…” 

Code similarity analysis

Solvers can further 
prove equality





Challenges

- Verification of ML models.
- Compile-time tradeoffs [1].
- Changing LLVM is hard.

[1]: Current clang vs. 10-year old clang: 10% better runtime performance but 2x slower compiler-time. 
https://gist.github.com/zeux/3ce4fcc3a43072b4315abde95319ecb6

https://gist.github.com/zeux/3ce4fcc3a43072b4315abde95319ecb6


Takeaways
• The free lunch for SW vendors is over. SW tuning will become one the 

major drivers for performance improvements. Obviously, compilers 
could and should help with SW tuning since not every developer is a 
performance ninja.

• Key areas for future compiler optimizations:
- Replacing cost models and heuristics with ML.
- Search-based approaches (superoptimizers and synthesizers).
- Autotuning, Reooptimization, PGO.
- Doing a better job at optimizing libraries.
- Help developers solve performance issues.
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Thank you

https://easyperf.net/

